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Abstract

An important concern in strategic queueing literature is the study of the effect of the level
of private information that is provided to customers upon arrival on their strategic behavior.
Therefore, many studies in this area consider various versions of the same queueing model re-
garding the information structure and compare them to provide insight into the optimal design
of the system, especially regarding the two extreme levels, i.e., the observable and the unobserv-
able version. In the observable version, customers are informed about the number of present
customers in the system upon arrival, whereas in the unobservable only the parameters of the
model are assumed known. In the present work, we study a simple model that unifies this com-
parison in the framework of an M/M/1 queue that alternates stochastically between observable
and unobservable periods. We characterize and study the equilibrium joining/balking strategies
as well as the effect of the alternating information structure on the equilibrium throughput and
social welfare.
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1 Introduction

Customers strategic behavior is strongly influenced by the level of the available private information
that is provided upon their arrival. There are several situations, where it is not clear from the
viewpoint of a social planner or a monopolist that are interested in the optimal design of a given
system, whether revealing or disclosing information about the system state can be beneficial or
not. Several studies in strategic queueing literature, that make such comparisons in the framework
of an M/M/1 queue, demonstrate that more information can benefit or hurt the customers and/or
the service provider and its effect may be negative or positive, depending on various parameters
and structural assumptions of the underlying model.

In addition, there are several situations that arise in practice where the information mechanism
can be unstable, and, thus the providing information to customers may alternate stochastically in
time between the two extreme information levels. In practice, these alternations may occur either



due to a failure of an information-providing mechanism or intentionally, if this mechanism may
have to respect some periodicity of the system’s operation mode. Therefore, one could think either
a system being observable as long as the information mechanism operates properly, but it becomes
unobservable when it fails and is under repair, or a system that follows the day-night alteration
and some of its features are shut down in the night.

In this paper, we analyze customer joining equilibrium behavior in a single server Markovian
queue that alternates between observable and unobservable periods, i.e., arriving customers in
observable periods of the system are aware of the number of present customers before making their
joining/balking decisions, whereas customers that arrive during unobservable periods are not.

The strategic customer behavior in queueing systems has received considerable attention, since
the pioneering paper of Naor [8], who studied the M/M/1 queue from an economic viewpoint.
In his work, Naor assumed that the customers are active entities that decide whether to join or
balk after observing the queue length. This work was subsequently complemented by Edelson and
Hildebrand [3] who considered the unobservable version of the problem. Since then, the literature
has grown considerably, and for an overview of the basic methodology and results in this area we
refer to Hassin and Haviv [6] and Hassin [5].

To the best of our knowledge, there are three main ideas in the framework of an M/M/1 queue
that unifies these two extreme information levels: partially observable models, heterogeneously
observable models and models with delayed observations.

In partially observable models, the state-space of the queue length of the M/M/1 queue is
partitioned into subsets, i.e., the waiting space can be considered to be ‘compartmented’, and
the customers are informed only about the compartment in which they are going to be placed.
Economou and Kanta [2] considered the case where all compartments are of the same size and
showed that an ideal compartment-size exists, whereas Guo and Zipkin [4] considered compart-
ments with possibly different sizes. On the other hand, in models with delayed observations, the
customers decide whether to join or balk an unobservable system, but later on, they are informed
about their current position and may renege. Burnetas, Economou and Vasiliadis [1] considered
the M/M/1 queue where the administrator of the system makes periodic announcements to the
customers about their current positions. They have shown that the equilibrium throughput is a
non-monotone function of the announcement rate, and, thus there exists an ideal announcement
rate that maximizes the throughput. Finally, in heterogeneously observable models, only a fraction
of customers are allowed to observe the queue length before making joining decisions. Specifically,
Hu, Li and Wang in [7] proved that, in equilibrium, the throughput and the social welfare are in
general unimodal and not monotonous in the fraction of informed customers.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model and
define the customer strategies. In Section 3, we compute key performance measures of the system
which enables the assessment of the best response of a tagged customer. The latter provides the
basis for the characterization of equilibrium which is carried out in Section 4.

2 Model Description

We consider an M/M/1 queue with service rate µ, which alternates between unobservable and
observable periods, with exponential rates θ and ζ, respectively. Customers arrive with rate λ and
decide whether to join or balk the system upon arrival and if they join whether they will stay



in the system or renege. In addition, customers are homogeneous in their valuations, receiving a
fixed reward R upon service completion and accumulating costs at rate C, as long as they stay in
the system until their departure. On the other hand, the administrator of the system imposes an
entrance fee fe, paid by each joining customer and a service fee fs paid only by those customers
that complete service, whereas customers that renege as they wait in the queue, receive a refund
ra ≤ fe. Finally, to avoid triviality, we assume that R > fe + fs + C

µ in order arriving customers
that observe an empty system to prefer to join.

Customers are strategic and risk neutral, in the sense that they want to maximize their expected
net benefit, knowing that the others have similar objectives. During observable periods, arriving
customers are informed about the queue length before making their joining/balking decisions,
whereas customers that have entered the system during an unobservable period are informed about
their current position. On the other hand, in unobservable periods, arriving customers make their
joining/balking decisions relying solely on their knowledge of the system parameters. Finally, at
any time, customers in queue may decide to renege.

In the strategic framework, considering customers joining/balking dilemma, if a customer arrives
at an observable period and finds n customers in the system, then she enters if and only if

R− fe − fs − C
n+ 1

µ
≥ 0⇔ n+ 1 ≤

⌊
µ(R− fe − fs)

C

⌋
= ne, (2.1)

where ne coincides with Naor’s threshold and enters if her position in the system after joining is at
most ne, staying in the system till her service completion because no matter what the others do, her
expected net benefit would be non-negative at all subsequent moments (because of the Markovian
framework).

On the other hand, if a customer arrives at an unobservable period, then she will enter with
some probability q. If she enters, then she will certainly stay till the first time that the system
becomes observable or till her service completion, whatever occurs first. Suppose that the system
becomes observable before the service completion of a customer that joined in an unobservable
period. If n is the current position of the customer, then she will stay if and only if

R− fs − C
n

µ
≥ ra ⇔ n ≤

⌊
µ(R− ra − fs)

C

⌋
= ns. (2.2)

Of course, if she decides to stay after the moment that the system becomes observable, then she
will stay till her service completion, as her expected benefit cannot deteriorate. Note, also, that
ne ≤ ns, since ra ≤ fe.

From the above discussion a possible equilibrium strategy is defined by (ne, ns, q) and it should
prescribe ‘enter’ if the offered position for an arriving customer during an observable period is at
most ne, or with some probability q if a customer arrives during an unobservable period. Also, it
prescribes ‘stay’ if the position of a customer at the time of a change from an unobservable to the
observable mode is at most ns.

3 Performance Analysis

Suppose that the population of the customers adopts a strategy (ne, ns, q)- and consider a tagged
customer. Since there is no mean for the tagged customer to deviate from ne, ns, her best response



against (ne, ns, q) will necessarily be of the same type (ne, ns, q
′), with a possibly different joining

probability q′. Therefore, suppose that she arrives during an unobservable period and let B(ne, ns, q)
be her expected net benefit if the other customers follow the strategy (ne, ns, q).

To compute B(ne, ns, q), we condition on the number of customers Q−a|0 that are present in the
system just before the arrival of the tagged customer. Then,

B(ne, ns, q) =

∞∑
n=0

Pr[Q−a|0 = n]B(n;ne, ns, q), (3.1)

where B(n;ne, ns, q) stands for the conditional expected net benefit of the tagged customer if she
decides to join, given that n customers are present in the system upon her arrival (excluding her).
The latter is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 Given that n customers are present in the system upon her arrival and all customers
follow the (ne, ns, q), the expected net benefit of an arriving customer that joins the system is given
by

B(n;ne, ns, q) =

 R− fe − fs − C(n+1)
µ , if 0 ≤ n < ns

ra − fe − C
θ +

(
R− ra − fs − Cns

µ + C
θ

)(
µ
µ+θ

)n+1−ns

, if n ≥ ns.
(3.2)

To proceed with the computation of B(ne, ns, q) using (3.1), we also need to compute the
probabilities Pr[Q−a|0 = n] studying the dynamics of the system, when all customers follow (ne, ns, q).
Indeed, under this strategy, the state of the system is described by a continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) {(Q(t), I(t)) : t ≥ 0}, where Q(t) records the number of customers in the system at time
t, while I(t) denotes the mode of operation (I(t) = 1 during observable periods and I(t) = 0 during
unobservable periods). The state-space of {(Q(t), I(t))} is SQ,I = {(n, 0) : n ≥ 0} ∪ {(n, 1) : 0 ≤
n ≤ ns} and the corresponding transition rate diagram is shown in Figure 1.

0, 1 1, 1 2, 1 . . . ne − 1, 1 ne, 1 ne + 1, 1 . . . ns − 1, 1 ns, 1

0, 0 1, 0 2, 0 . . . ne − 1, 0 ne, 0 ne + 1, 0 . . . ns − 1, 0 ns, 0 ns + 1, 0 . . .

λ λ λ λ λ

λq λq λq λq λq λq λq λq λq λq λq

µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ

µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ

ζ ζ ζ ζ ζ ζ ζ ζθ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ

θ
θ

Figure 1: Transition diagram of the system state, when the customers follow the strategy (ne, ns, q).

Denote by (p(n, i) : (n, i) ∈ SQ,I) its steady-state distribution, it follows that

Pr[Q−a|0 = n] =
p(n, 0)∑∞

m=0 p(m, 0)
. (3.3)



with p(n, i) being the unique normalized solution of the following balance equations:

(λ+ ζ)p(0, 1) = θp(0, 0) + µp(1, 1), (3.4)

(λ+ µ+ ζ)p(n, 1) = λp(n− 1, 1) + θp(n, 0) + µp(n+ 1, 1), 1 ≤ n ≤ ne − 1, (3.5)

(µ+ ζ)p(ne, 1) = λp(ne − 1, 1) + θp(ne, 0) + µp(ne + 1, 1), (3.6)

(µ+ ζ)p(n, 1) = θp(n, 0) + µp(n+ 1, 1), ne + 1 ≤ n ≤ ns − 1, (3.7)

(µ+ ζ)p(ns, 1) = θ
∞∑

n=ns

p(n, 0), (3.8)

(λq + θ)p(0, 0) = ζp(0, 1) + µp(1, 0), (3.9)

(λq + µ+ θ)p(n, 0) = λqp(n− 1, 0) + ζp(n, 1) + µp(n+ 1, 0), 1 ≤ n ≤ ns, (3.10)

(λq + µ+ θ)p(n, 0) = λqp(n− 1, 0) + µp(n+ 1, 0), n ≥ ns + 1. (3.11)

Note that, the system of the balance equations (3.4)-(3.11) and the normalization equation∑
(n,i)∈SQ,I

p(n, i) = 1, can be reduced easily to a finite linear system because of the homogeneous

1-dimensional nature of the model for n ≥ ns+1. Therefore we can obtain a formula for B(ne, ns, q)
in terms of the following partial generating functions of the steady-state distribution (p(n, i) :
(n, i) ∈ SQ,I) and their derivatives:

G1a(z) =

ne−1∑
n=0

p(n, 1)zn, G1b(z) =

ns−1∑
n=ne

p(n, 1)zn−ne , (3.12)

G0a(z) =

ne−1∑
n=0

p(n, 0)zn, G0b(z) =

ns−1∑
n=ne

p(n, 0)zn−ne , G0c(z) =
∞∑

n=ns

p(n, 0)zn−ns , (3.13)

as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2 Given that all customers follow the strategy (ne, ns, q), the unconditional expected
net benefit of an arriving customer if she decides to join the system, is given by

B(ne, ns, q) =
ζ + θ

ζ

[(
R− fe − fs −

C

µ

)
(G0a(1) +G0b(1))− Cne

µ
G0b(1)

+

(
R− ra − fs −

Cns
µ

+
C

θ

)
µ

µ+ θ
G0c

(
µ

µ+ θ

)
+

(
ra − fe −

C

θ

)
G0c(1)− C

µ

(
G′0a(1) +G′0b(1)

)]
. (3.14)

4 Customer Equilibrium Behavior

In this section, we characterize the equilibrium customer behavior using monotonicity properties
of customers’ expected net benefit under an (ne, ns, q) strategy. For this analysis, we let Qq be the
number of customers in the system in steady state at arrival epochs when the customers joining

probability during an unobservable period is q, i.e., Qq
d
= Q−a|0 with probability mass function given

by (3.3). Using coupling arguments, we prove the following:



Proposition 4.1 Given that all customers follow the strategy (ne, ns, q), Qq is stochastically in-
creasing in q.

Proposition 4.2 For a fixed (ne, ns, q), the conditional expected net benefit function B(n;ne, ns, q)
is strictly decreasing in n.

Proposition 4.3 For fixed ne and ns, the unconditional expected net benefit function B(ne, ns, q)
is strictly decreasing in q.

Finally, we characterize the equilibrium customer strategies, by establishing existence of a unique
equilibrium due to the monotonic well behaved customer expected net benefit.

Theorem 4.4 There exists a unique (ne, ns, qe) customer equilibrium joining strategy, with ne, ns
given respectively from (2.1), (2.2) and

qe =


0 if B(ne, ns, 0) ≤ 0,
q∗e if B(ne, ns, 1) < 0 < B(ne, ns, 0),
1 if B(ne, ns, 1) ≥ 0,

. (4.1)

Note that, q∗e is the unique root of the equation B(ne, ns, q) = 0 with respect to q in the interval
(0, 1), if B(ne, ns, 1) < 0 < B(ne, ns, 0).

Theorem 4.4 essentially states that the current model remains tractable despite its increased
complexity over other benchmark approaches, [7, 1], and this structure can be utilized to study
the model’s performance in equilibrium via numerical comparative statics on its operational and
economic parameters.
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